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MUFFIN REVOLUTION
Our muffins rock!

Every time Muffin Revolution co-founders,
Christy and Marirose, step into United Markets,
they feel like they’re going home. From
friendly conversations with the knowledgeable
employees to chats about their product with
customers, it never feels like work when they’re
at United Markets! And they love how United
Markets cares as much about them as they
do about their product! In a world that is
becoming ever less personal, United Markets’
personal and meaningful interactions with
small vendors makes a world of difference!
Muffin Revolution was born in a rock-climbing
gym. Christy Kovacs and Marirose Piciucco, who
met in a holistic culinary school in Berkeley,
were literally on a climbing wall when they
came up with their idea for a revolutionary
muffin. Wanting to create a delicious muffin
filled only with natural goodness, they began
to experiment in Marirose’s home kitchen
in Berkeley. The climbing gym was their first
account! Muffin Revolution now has many
more accounts and operates out of a facility on
the Richmond Marina Bay.
Muffin Revolution’s muffins are almond-based and sweetened with dates. They are filled with fruits,
vegetables, nuts and seeds and contain no refined sugar or flour. Certified Gluten Free and Non-GMO
Project verified, United Markets sells three flavors – Banana Bam Bam (banana-blueberry), Yam Good
(sweet potato- pecan) and 24 Carrot Gold (vegan carrot-raisin). Find them in the freezer!
Outside of Muffin Revolution, Marirose and Christy are busy with their other passions. Christy is an
artist and has shown her work in local Bay Area galleries. Marirose, a lawyer, founded The Ring Project,
a nonprofit that uses donated engagement rings after divorce to fund scholarships for women to attend
law school and medical school in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Learn more about Muffin Revolution and their ambitious founders at
www.muffinrevolution.com.

Healthy Choices. Honest Value.

